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CENTERS OF GRAVITY. LINES OF OPERATION, AND THE NORhANDY CAMPAIGN by Major
William R. Betson, USA, 50 pages. (This monograph is designed to Do one of
the chapters in the forthcoming oooK edited by Dr. Robert Epstein on the
evolution of operational art.)

The purpose of this paper is to employ an historical analysis of a
campaign as a case study in oraer to examine the utility of military theory
as a guide to decision ma•ing ana campaign planning. Specifically, the
paper uses the Normandy Comaign to explore the usefulness of two
theoretical concepts -- the Clausewitzaan idea of centers of gravity, and
the Jominian chewsy of lines of operations. While at treats the entire
ca1paign, the analysis focuses in detail upon the campaign plans of both
sides, anr the major operation which lad to the Allied OreaKout from
Normandy and the defeat of the German army in France ,

After an introdJction the papers traces in oetail the development ana
design of the campaign plans of both sides, concentrating especially on the
terrain-oriented goals of the Allies ano the force-oriente obOjectives of
the Germans. The analysis also examines the differing OUtlOOKs that the two
major Aiiies orought to their planning process, &no the division withln hne
German high commana regarding the most efficacious methods of aefense. This
section further' traces. the constraints I ,miting the freeoam of action of the
com•batants.

Having introduced the reaaer to the campaign, the paper then goes on to
aefine the two concepts that the paper will analyze. Because Chapter One in
Epstein's book covers lines of operations in some detail and omits a
oiscussion of centers of gravity, this paper must speno a significant amount
of tame defining the Clausewltzian term. FoIIowing each aef nition, the
paper applies theory to historical experience by identifying the centers of
gravity ana lilnes of operation for both sides in the campaign.

The paper then narrates and analyzes the campaign in light of the two
concepts. It oeas this by identifying and recounting the events of what it
identifies as the three major operations of the campaign -- the landing. thne
expansion of the foothold. ano the oreaKout. This section attempts to draw
the readers attention to misses the opportunities ana apparent mistakes Of
0sth sides.
•0The conclusion explores the utility of the two adcdressea theoretical
concepts as an aia in campaign planning. It does this by first examining
how hindsight suggests that each side should have planned ano executed the
campaign. It then compares what history seems to nave suggested the proper
courses of action should have been, with what a purely theoretical analysis
of the situation wouia prescribe. The paper finas that while military is an
excel lent analytical tool, it is an uncertain guide. It can eliminate
inappropriate solutions ana help show the way to oest plan, nut it cannot ao
the planner-s thinking for him.
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INTIRODUCTION

The Allied lancing on the coast of France on June 6, 1944 was an

iinnse achievement. For the civilian populations of Great britoin anz

the United States the Gay assuveG trumenaoous psychological imporzance. June

6 WOUIa forever ce " D-Day, 0 the Gay when t seeme that the ena of the war

was in eight. The lancing itself was an a•cmlpliumnt of staggering scope.

In one rAy allied ships &no airplanes aeliverec eight aivisions ano three

armored brigac*s to a hostle, defended fbore -- a type of Operation that hao

appearoa impossible to many military analysts just a decade oeaore. Inoeeo,

Operation NE10TUNI. which was the code noe given to the landing portion of

the invasion of France. may claim to be one of the most compiex ano ocia

military endeavors ever attemptea. It culminated three years of planning

ana preparation characterized by often bitter ctisagremenz between the major

aulies over the proper strategy for the defeat of Germany.

Yet the lancing itself marKec only the oeginning of the campaign

that the allies hopia would gain them a lodgement on .,e northwest coast of

Europe. Harc fighting remaliawa before the beachheaa was secure ano tr.e

loogement aevelopea sufficiently to allow further operations aimer ct the

hear t of Germany. AI iiea progress in the campaign oe;aeIopeo mucn more

slowly than anticipated, and recrm,,aation ano controversy rages over its

execution both at the time ana forty years later. Nevertheiess tne Normana'

Campaign achieved much more than the mere seizing of the loagement

envisioned by its planners. It accomplished the defeat of the German Army

"in France and permitted the rapis ano relatively easy orive oy Alliea forces

across France to tne very borders of the Reich. Thus. while the landing was

criticii to eventual Alleoa victory in the West. thne Normanoy Camnpaign was

decisive.



Not surprisingly then, such has been written about this campaign,

-• am a lively, conthentious hLetor•ographical oebate continues aiter forty

yearS. 1  This paoer wiII attempt to contribute to this aeoate Dy approaching

the subject from what I believe io a fresh angle -- it will use the caMpe~gn

to examine the utility at classical military theory as a guide to aecasion

maling. Employing two theoretical constructs, Karl von Clasewitz' ,oea of

a 'center of gravity" in military operations, and Baron oe Jomina's theory

of lines of operations, the paper will attmpt to analyze ano criticize the

planning and execution of military operations by both sides. Although .Jt

will treat the entire campaign, the major toci of the analysis will oe the

campaign plans of both sides and what seem to oe the decisive phase of the

campaign. Zhe oretaout from Normandy achieved by the Allies an late July anr

early August, 1944. in order to so this, the paper will trace the

development of the respective campaign plans of both sides, go on to define

the theoretical concepts that will be aaoressea and explain how they apply

to the two plans. and then relate #no analyze the battles in light of the

concepts. It will then finish with soam conclusions on the utility ot

classical military theory in the analysis of historical campaigns a&o the

planning of future ones.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN PLAN

The Allied invasion of France in 1944 had its genesis in the

autumn of 1941 when the Prime Minister of Great Britain, Winston Churchill,

directed his military staff to begin planning for the invasion of Europe.

Thus. esepite What some would see as British ambivalence toward an invasion

of the continent. Churchill aiways beiieved that without aefeating Hitler s

forces on the continont. Brit;.n could ntver win ote war. Importan,.
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qualifications aocompaniea th.is commitment to a iAno campaign. howeveo.

Scarres DV their looes in France in the First Worla War tpe British wishea

passionately to avoia M oloody prolongea land campaign against the Germans.

They onvisionea operations in France as the culmination of a grano strategy

"* as•gneo -to exhaust Germany With strikes almed at its fascist allies ano the

fringes of Haiter's mpire. Them peripheral operations, couplec with a

mning offensive aima at the Nuta economy a&a popular morale. oulda so

weaken Germany as to one the invasion ore of a c than a

aecIsive battle.2

This approach clashed directly with the grana strategy of the

Americans. who favoreo a more darect otfensive. Consistent witn their

tradition the American planners. lea oy Army Chief of Staff George C.

larsnali ana Chief of War Plans Dwigit Eisenhower. argueo tor an invasion of

France ana a decisive ciash witn the Garman army as soon as the necessary

forces coula oea 3leoctea n Englana. Peripheral operations, they bei eveo.

woudia lead to heavier casualties in the long rud ana risk the collapsc of

the Soviet Union. which woula be forced to carry the orunt of the effort

aione while the Allies tarriae. The American approach won out. of course.

out only after an extended aeoate: ano the corauct of the two Aiiies in the

campaign would reflect their ciffering strategic outlOOKs. 3

A more suostantive issue. nowever. wouio affect tne British Army

in tne cmptaign in Normandy than the feel oin tnat they were entering it a

ait too soon. In 1944. after more than five years of war. the Britisn were

scraping ,ne oottom of their manpower barrel o Despite a tremenaous effort

that mobilizeo ninety-four percert of Britain's aauit maie popuiation for

the miitary or inoustry. only cannaoilization of existing units ana

wvnoiessie transfer of men into ccioat units from other nranches cou:u Keep

3



the British'Army participating in OVERLORD in the field. further, theft

aesperate measures would still leave the Amy's manpower situation

"precarious." 4 Thus, no British commanoer could permit h)s army to

participate in the Woody attrition cattle* thtt characterizea Woril War 1.

This approaching manpoawr crisis remained unapprecticea in January

1943. however, when preparation for the invasion oegan in earnest following

the Allise C ninea Chiefs' of Staff creation of a planning organization for

that purpose. Unoer British Lieutenant General Frearimc Morgin. titled the

Chief of Staff to the Supreme Alliea Cnmander (COSSAC, for short), this new

staff laid the foundation for the campaign plan for the invasion phase of

tne re-entry into Europe. now designated OVERLORD. Crucial to the

oevelopment of the campaign, however, was Morgan's toeinition of OVERLORD's

object. which he cefinca as intended to

scure a lodgement on the Continent from which
further offensive operations can be developed.
The loigement area must contain sufficient port
facilities to maintain a force of some
twenty-six to thirty divisions, &no enaole that
force to e augmented ... at the rate of three
to five aivisions per month. 5

Two characteristics of Morgan's aefinea ooject stand out. First

is its emphasis on logistics. EssentiallT. OVERLORD's purpose was to seize

a iogistics a&se from w•ich to conouct furtner operations. This shouio not

ce surprising. As the future coanoer of lana forces in the campaign wcuia

put it. "It must be remeucrea that an ampnioi.us lanoing is funoamentaily a

supply project rather than a tactical maneuver.* 6  Unless one seizes a base

on a hostile snore he cannot go further.

ine seconc characteristic of Moe'gan's approach is cruciai to tnis

papers analysts. The objective. as American officers ot tooay woula

4
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express it, vas MCC" rather than SnMWKs orientea. Destroying the

German army in France was not part of the OVDRID coamanoaers initial

assignment. Simply driying the Germans out of an area suitable for the

logistical CailaI!u aVs sufficient. In fe.t, as I shall now develop, there

was no expectation that the fighting in Normandy w.ulo or even could lead to

a final Wailion over the German groun faoces.

COeKM s plus coulaobe no owe than tentative, hoever, for the

plans* final approval &vaited the appointment of the Supreme Camaer and

his principal saordinate. lisenhower, who would hold supreme comano, &no

britiuh General Bernard Nlentgamery, the initial commander of land forces.

arrlvei in January. 1944. and to Morgan's credit neither changei mJch of the

operational schm developed by COSSAC. Operating at the strategic level.

lienhoewers primary job was to sequence the capaigns leading to the Oeteat

of Germany. of which seizing the Norman ioagemant was the first. In his

mmair Eilmnhwer outlines his concept for accoipi uhing Germany' defeat in

four phases: 1) land on the Norman coast: 2) accumulate sufficient resources

ano then creak out of the enemy's encircling positions& 3) pursue to the

oorcers of Germany on a broad front: ario 4) after an operational pause,

accomplish a oouble envelopment ot the Ruhr followed by a thrust into the

heart of Germany. 7

Interestingly. Eisenhower nowhere mentions how he intenoeo to

destroy the German army. He aiscusses a landing, a logistical oui la-up. &no

the capture of politico-strategic objectives. out aOes not translate them

into a scheme for operational level maneuver. If he anticipated a oscisive

battle. he One not inaicate where and when he expected it. The aefeat ano

destruction of the German army. one assumes, woula came somewhere along tne

way wring the drive into Germany. 8

5
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In fact. none of the contepotary evioence injgmoest that anyone

expected OVRMLORD to achieve anything more than the simple lodgement

envisioned by the COSSAC planners. Even the famlea directive given to the

Supreme eaaquarters AIIled Expealdtionary Force (SHAR) Oy the Combifned

Chiefs suggested that the first task of the invasion was securing a

lodgement. After the famous statement regaraing the undertaking of

operations laime at the heart of Germany ari the destruction of her armec

foraes. the directive oes an to say

After adM&uate channel ports have been securea.
exploitation will be directed towards securing
an area that will facilitate Roth ground ano air
operations against the enemy.

Certainly, the lana force comander never damonstratea that he

understood that his mission was to accomplish anything more than the

loagement. In a ritefing given to senior military officers in April. 1944

(attendec by Eisenhower and Churchiai). Hontgomery aeclarea the object of

OVERLORD to secure a ilogment from which further operations can be

Oeveaopea.'lO In fact. apart from increasing the initial lancing force from

three aivisions to five, Montgomery ai nothing to change the plan of

campaign oevelopea by the COSSAC staff. The closest he got to a discussion

of a decisive battle in Normandy seems to have ooen a reference in tnis

oriefing to a tank knocK about" between Caen ana Falais. for here was where

he expectec to meet the main German counterattack. Such a oattle. nowever,

would merely protect his flank. It Woulo checkc or repel the Germans, not

aestroy them. 11  Never prior to the lanaing cia he announce or propose any

scheme to oestroy or decisively defeat the German Army in Normancy.

The COS.SAC plan that Montgomery adopted was elegantly simple and

seemed oesigned to accomplish OVERLORD's mission with minimum risk. After

6



the initial phase secureu a beachheaQ. phase two of Morgan s scheme calied

for an expansion of Allied holaings, a..,oh to provide spac* for airfielas ana

to gain the depth necessary for a orive into the Cotentin Peninsula to

secure Cheroourg a port necessary to continue the buildup. Once Cheroourg1

feil the Allies would be confronted with a choice of turning left to taKe

the Channel ports or of going right to seize ports in Brittany. Morgan

concluaea that only if the Germns were weak would an attack to the left De I
pruaent, as German stcength would block such a move and the Allied flank

woula ce vulnerable. mnus he suggested that the allies shoula seize

Brittany's vital porte after gaining Cherbourg. Once the Brittany ports

were secure, the loagement would be completed by expansion of the Allied

perimeter to the Loire River in the south ana the 3eine in the east. This

maneuver proviaea little chance that significant numbers of Germans couio De

cut off and destroyed. Montgomery's tentative timetable for this operation

is shown on Map 1.

It is important to note here that Montgomery viewed the expansion

as aeveloping graaually. He did not expect the front to stabilize nor aia

he anticipate a set-piece breakout battle. Neither did he expect a German

operational error of such magnitude as to present the Allies with an

opportunity to aestroy significant Nazi forces. He aia unaerstana, as aia

Morgan. that before he coula shift his main effort to the right to gain the

Brittany ports, he first must secure his left flank by seizing the important

communications huD south of Caen and biocking the quickest route of German

reinforcement. Thus Montgomery's main effort would first go to the left to

meet ana engage the m?3s of German forces thece, ana then shift to the right

to gain the ports.12

7



This concept of operations suggested that four subordinate armies

carry out the different tasks. Second British Army, lancing on the left,

would advance south of Caen to block the major road arteries and engage the

major German force. First United States Army woula land on the right,

secgre Cherbourg. and then make the main effort to break out of the

Cotentin. In the !tnal phase, the Third United States Army would land at a

follow on force to conduct the drive into Brittany and protect the southern

flank along the Loire as First and Seccia Armies drove towarri the Seine.

Also during this phase First Canaaian Army would land to help secure the

left flank.

The placement of the British on the left and tne Americans on the

right hao far-reaching repercussions tnat linger even toaay. 13 At the time.

however, the placement seemed to make sense. The American ouiloup of forces

in England prior to OVERLORD had taken place in the southwest portion of the

country. Thus, the British were already on the left ana trying to reverse

the placement would mean that the convoys carrying the invading troops would

have to cross paths in the Channel in the middle of the night -- a difficuit

and dangerous enterprise. Further. once the Allies were estaolished ashore

and in control of French ports, the easier British lines of communications

would go through the channel ports to the British forces on the left. The

Ports in Brittany ano western France, more convenient to the forces on the

right, were closer to the United States. Finally, it made good military

sense to place the British, with more comoat experience, on the left where

they were likely to face heavy German counterattacks more quickly. The only

arawoacK to this placement was that if the scheme of maneuver were to change

ano the Allies were to decide to shift their breakout effort to the left.

• " " i ••• •-' 7•?,•-'_• -•;•?•..•i•.. ¥:; .•8



the army least able to afford the losses required to fight its way through

the heaviest German defenses would be the one in the best posit.ion to oo so.

Before turning to the German campaign plan for the defense of

France wo need to cover one further issue. The major drawback to amphictous

operations in the modern era is that the mobility poosessed by modern

mechanized armies usually permic the aefencer to mass forces against any

lancang more quickly than the invader can place and sustain them ashore.

This fact was a very real concern to Allied planners and caused the COSSAC

staff some early despair at the chances for a successful lodgement. Somehow

the Allies had to preve.it a large numoer of German panzer oivisions from

counterattacking the beachhead ;n enough strenqth to eliminate it oefore

suffIc1e61t Aliieo forces couid be established ashore to resist such an

onslaught.

The Allies developed two schemes to this end. The first,

Operation FORTITUDE, comprisea a ma-,ssve deception effort to convince the

Germans that the Normandy landing was a feint and the real effort woulc come

later at the Pas Do Calais. By all accounts the ploy worked magnificentiy.

The Germans were very slow to ccmmit major reserves to the region. and

withheld forces to defend the Pas De Calais area until mzo-Juiy. 14

The secono effort at delaying the arrival of German reserves at

the oattlefiela consisted of what American officers would recognize today as

"oeep operations." With a combination of bombing airecteo at the French

railway system. attacks on key choke points, and loattiefield air

interliction' executea in the Normandy area itself, the Ailies planned to

deiay ano disrupt the approach of German panzer reserves to the front. The

results proveO very effective in aelaying the arrival of the panzers. ano

9



when they finally reached the battlefield they hao already sustained serious

mage. *15

These were the key elements in the development ana design of the

Allied plan aevisec to gain a lodgement on the continent of Europe. The

ground ucheme of maneuver was based not upon accompliasing the destruction

of the German army, but upon gaining suificient ports to pursue decisive

reinforcements, not aestroy them. The supporting air and deception plans

aimed at aelaying the commitment of German mobile forces to the area as long

as possible. But if the Allied plan sought merely the seizure of a

ioagement area. what if the opportunity for destruction of German forces

presented itself? Would the Aliies ocei aole to taKe aovantage of it?

Finally, although the Allic3 had carefully planneo their campaign of

locdement, they apparently gave little thought to the follow-on, presumably

climactic campaign.

GERMAN PLANS FOR DEFENSE

If Ailied views convergeo upon an agreed operational plan, the

German high command never was of one mind regarding a proper, concept for the

defense of France. At the time of the invasion German forces in Western

Europe under commano of OBERKONNANDO WEST comprised fifty-nine divisions

organized in four armies (the Allied available total was forty). Of that

number ten were panzer or panzer-grenadiier, which could react swiftly ana

pose a grave threat to any landing in its early stages. The aebate in the

German command regarding the proper plan for defense centered around the

correct use of these panzer formations. 16

10
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One school of thought, that propounded by the Comander-in- Chief

Vest himself. Field Harshal 3erd von Runasteot, favored the iana

concentration of these units so that they coula aescend gLm•mft upon the

main Alliec landing once it had oeen ioentified. Von Rtnasteat noped

thereby to defeat the Allies in the kind of open mobile battle for which the

Germans were justly famous.

Arriving in Moverror, 1943. to take comman of'the two German

amies etending France's northern coast, Field Marshal Erwin Rammel

championed the alternative proposal. With experience against the western

Allies. the 'IeserA Fox", had concludoe that Allied air superiority made

traditional Cerman mooiie tactics obsolete. He was convinced that Alliea

fignter-:3moers would destroy the massed panzer formations as they tried to

approacn the oattlefiela. Roumel believed also that once the

Anglo-Americans were establisned ashore tneir materiel, superiority would

renler them too strong for the Germans to handle. Thus he was convinced

that to win the .krmans must defeat the invasion at the water-s eage. The

"Desert Fox, argued therefore for the dispersal of the panzer divisions

closer to the cast, contending that one division attacKing the landings on

D-Day would be worth several a few days later. 17

Pomme-es prestige and influence with Hitler caused the German

campaign plan to evolve into a compromise between the two positions. Some

of the panzers were held in central reserves while others remained dispersed

near the coast. Additionaliy in accora with Rommeh's views, the Germans

spent the winter of 1943-1944 fortifying the northern coast of France.

Rommel's driving energy imparted a sense of urgency to these efforts. ana oy

June the coastal defenses were quite formidaole in places.

Ii
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Much of the German effort, however, went to the wrong areas

because the German military. von Runasteot chief among them, were convinced

that the main Allied lanaing would come at the Pas De Calais. Here was

where the Channel was narrowest, and this coast offerea the most direct

route into Germany. Von Runasteat therefore positiuned the strongest

infantry divisions in that region and give it the priority for engineer

construction. Further, more panzer divisions laagerea close by for quicK"

intervention there than elsewhere. It was not tnat the Germans neglecteo

Normandy, out rather that if the Allies had gone ashore farther to the

northeast, the establishment of a lodgement would have proved far more

difficult ano the German reaction considerably more prompt. We cannot know.

of course, precisely how much the Allieo oeception scheme contriouteo to

this German error, but it must have helped.

Before concluding a discussion of the German-aefensive plans 1

must cover one more area -- the strength and dispositions of the Luftwaffe

in France in the Spring of 1944. The Allies has always believea that the

maintenance of air superiority over the beachhead was a prerequisite for

OVERLORD's success. Troops and provisions could not be delivered ashore in

the teeth of German air attack. But the extent of tne AliLie comnana of tne

air in June. 1944, was something that Morgan's planners could never nave

dreamed of in early 1943.

Operation POINTBLANK. the Allied strategic bomoing offensive

against Germany, aid not bring that country to its knees as the apostles of

strategic oombarament hal predicted. It did, however, smash the power of

the Luftwaffe. The combination of losses taken unoer the Allied onslaught

and the requirement to hold the bulk Of Germany's fighters for the defense

of the Reich had left the Luftwaffe units in France ana the Low Countries in

12 
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Ceoperate conOition. 18 Against nearly 8,000 Allied aircraft available ir

Britain for OVERLORD the Luftwaffe coula muster only about 400 fighters in

all of France. The result was that the Germans mounted an insignificant 319

sorties on D-Day and the Luftwaffe was irrelevant to the fight at the

lanoing. 19

The operational consequences of this weakness were perhaps more

important. The sort of massed panzer counterattack desired by von Runasteot

could not be protected by German air, and even individual panzer formations

coulo approach the Normandy battles only at night. Nevertheless, von

Runostedt held to his view that a massed panzer counterattack Was the cest

way to counter the impending Allied invasion. Hence in June, 1944, the

Germans heold to the compromise campaign plan. But there was one

compiicating factor. By the Spring of 1944 Hitler hao become ciosely

involved in the operatlqnal and tactical direction of German forces in the

field. Thus he directed that four of the panzer divisions in France be

withheld under the control of the Armed Forces High Commano (Oberkomuanco

der Wehrmacht. or OKW). This meant that he maintained f control of

these forces at Berlin. It aeems that the Germans could not have designed a

less responsive scheme for the control of their vital armorea reserves.

Hence we see that in essence the German plan was force oriented.

it envisioneo a strong defense at the coast to try to defeat the Aiiieo

invaders at the water line, coupled with a counterattack oy armored reserves

should the coastal defenses be breached. The Allies. on the other hand,

pursued a terrain oriented approach. They concerned themselves not with

defeating German forces, out with driving them baCK in oroer to form a

loogement large enough for a suitable logistical case. Were O2eir

respective emphases correct? Before we answer tnis question by tracing the
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campagn,* course. we will turn to a discussion of the theoretical concepts

that the paper v Il IexMIno.

THR CENTER OF GRAVITY

In its new capstane fielo manual, Fn 100-5.: Oerations. the Unitea

States Army defines the concept of centers of gravity as Othe key to all

operational design.* and that the attack of an 4.iiomy center of gravity

*shoula be, the focus of all operations. 20 If the Amy is correct in this

assertion then an analysis of centers of gravity should be the primary

theoretical aaa to cmpaignI planning. Further. for the purposes of this

paper, an appreciation of the concept vili also heip us to unaerstana tne

campaign-s execution.

But what is a center of gravity? The Army aefaneset as a "source

of strength qr balance* of a force whose loss 'unoalances the entire

structure, prooucing a cascading deterioration in (the force's] cohesion ano

effectiveness.' 2 1 Thus. the Amy suggests that the center of gravity of the

enemy ought to be the target of one's efforts, for if he destroys it victory

will necessarily follow. The great German military theorist, Karl von

Ciausewitz, states that a center of gravity is. 'the huo of power and

movement, on which everything depends.' 2 3  In Book I of his seminai work ,n

War. he furthtr describes the concept oy writing

A center of gravity is always found where the
mass is most concentratea. It presents the most
effective target for a slow; furthermore. the
heaviest blow is aiways struck oy the center of
gravity. 2 4

What. then, might the center of gravity of a force be? As citea

above, Ciausewitz seems to see it at as the point at which a commancer

14



conoentratel most of has force. But addtitonally one may infer from this

that in so armies the center of gravity might be the most powerful element

of the force, mecause where i ;. goes the mam of force (in power if not

numoers) goes also., The comanion cavalry of Alexander is a good example.

Where at went was where Alexanoer's strength was most concentrated.

Clauewaitz also implies, however, that this source of strength

might be smething les mumstantive. That source might also emoody, he

rtatee, the personality of the canicler, the nation's capital, or popular

opinion. In an alliance it might consist of the community of interest

holaing the allies together.25 When one considers today's wars of national

liaeration, or sRne of the conflicts in the Mlidle East the ioea of sucn

more ethereal centers seem persuasive.

but in oroer to analyze these concepts and employ them in our

study of the campaign, we first must identify the operational level centers

of gravity of the antagonists. For the Germans this appears easy. Clearly

the hub of German power in France was her panzer divisions. for von

Rundstedt it was the panzers that would accomplish the defeat of the Allies.

Even unoer Rommel's approach it would have seen the panzers positioned close

to the shore that would destroy allied forces struggling through the coastal

fortifications. Furthermore. the Allies clearly devoted much of their

planning effort to handling the expecteo panzer counterstroKe. The panzer

formations served the same role as Alexanoer's companion cavalry mentioneo

a&ove.

The Alliec operational center of gravity, on the other hano, is

much more difficult to iaentify. UnlKe the Germans, wriose tacticai

formations oifferea raoically in terms of firepower ano mooility, the Allieo

units were aii mobile ?no powerful. Without a singie aominant eiement in
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the force we could return to the Claus•witnian suggestion that the centvr of

gravity simply lies where the main of enewy forces are. The proolem here ia

that for most of the'cmaagn neither the Alliea left nor its right was

clearly the stronger in numbers of troops or firepower. OnWt mig arge

that the Allied m•n' effort DeOWn in the east and then shifted to the west.

and that therefore the center started leftward ani then cnangea to the

right. Unfortunately for this propositton, one has difficulty underetanding

mhy the defeat of the British amy on the left was more alsastrous to the

Allies than the destruction of the American one on the right. Both would

have been equally fatal to the campaign.

Another plausible center of gravity for the Ailies might have oeen

Alli3a airpower. Certinly, this was an inaispensable contributor to Allied

success. ana surely the invasion was is8POSOble Without air superiority.

Furthermore, the Miles wouia call on their air to assist their ground

forces, as we shall me, Whenever they fauna their advance stalled. Alliea

air al4.o denied the Germans the unrestricted use of their own center of

gravity. Thus air fc.rces seem a lixely canoaate.

But on* can identify precslm wiath iaentifying airpciwer aione as

the center of gravity in a ground campaign. Air couls nor introauce itself

oeto the continen%. grund forces haa to seize the lana for airfielas. Air

could help blast a hole in the enemy lane, bu:. it could not expioit it.

Further, the closer on4 Approaches the actual points of contarct between

enemy forces, the relatively loss eftect~ve airpower gets. 2 6 Air power may

be decisive, but :.. can only oe so in conjunction with other elemer,ýs. A

more persuasive case for a center of gravity, one might argue, includes

airpower within a larger entity.
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This larger entity that casprasea the Allied center o4 gravity in

the Normanay caMaagn was the United States air ano ground forcou. True,

the US first Arml and the Britah Second Army were about the same size in

term of numers of divisions and relative firepowor, out the American army

posevsed the resources to fight austainea. Moody fighting while the

kBtish aid not. The British manpower crisis mant that they coula not

replace serious loome. Therefore the potential strength of the American

divisions oier a period of time was far greater than that of their ally.

addationally. large numers of reinforcing American aivisions &no air groups

were on their way to the theater. No more British units were available. As

mentionec above. if it took costly flhting to break out of a Oeacnheaa in

orser to estoalish a lo|gement, only the Americans were capable of aoong it.

Thus, having identified the respective centers of gravity for both

via** in the capaign, we have in the Clausewitzian sense Cana unoer the

quicance of 1.00_-5) identified what should have oven the operational

targets of tie respective sices in the campaign. But before we go on to

criticize the campaign plans of the antagonists we mast first go on to

examine the secona theoretical concept employea that we shall treat in this

analysis.

LINES OF OPERATIONS

The theoretical concept of lines of operations, oeveiopea oy tne

ý-her •great Nineteenth Century military thinker. the Baron De Jomini, is a

relatively simple one. After aefining a Ozone of operations, as 'a certain

traction of the whole theater of war. which may be traversea by an army in

the attainment of its object*. Jominif goes on to oescriae iines of

operations as simply the route or voutes that an army takes to traverse the
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2on# from At bOSe to Its ob.4CtItVC. 2 7 Theory ascribes certain advantages

accruing to operating along different numbers of lines, or along lines in

special relation to the en*myls. for instance, choosing to operate along

several rather than a Single lip& of operation can providm advantages ano

aismavantages.

The mot colon use of this theoretical concept, however, am in

its relational seans - that being the possession of *interior" or

"exterior' I lanes.23 ht our concern in this paper is with a less commonly

employed aspect of Jamini's theory -- his "fourteenth Naxim" on lines of

operations.

The great art, then, of properly directing
lines of operations, is to establish them in
reference to the oases and to the marches of the
enemy as to seize the ccmunications of the
enemy without aiperiling one's own, and this is
the most difficult problem in strategy.29

An analysis of the situation in Normanay in term of lines of

operations presents us with an interesting situation& upon landing the

Allies would assume a position where they could anieed threaten the German

lines of communacation without imperiling their oan. This was so because

European geography forced the aefenOers into a position of theoretical

aisaovantage. In Jominian terms. the German line of battle -- or the east

to west line along the coast where they deployed their combat torces -- ran

parallel to their line of operations, which also proceeoea east to west from

Germany into France. Thus, any envelopment of the German eastern flank

would a•iiediately threaten the German lines of coamunncations. Further,

wnereas it is often risky to strike at the rear of one's enemy (after all,

once you are oehino your enemy, he may also be behina you), this parallei

arrangement of lines of battle and operations meant that the Allies coulo
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maneuver to threaten German Communications without exposing their own see

Wetch). Geogrwphy, then, semed to hive solved for the AlIie* what Jamani

CAllea the met difficult problem in the operational art. The AllIeo may

not have contemplated the destruction of the German rmy during the Normandy

Campaign, but a theoretical analysis ot the respective lines of operations

•ami tat an inw~tunntv in n m tn, '0To mee if the Allses

explOatte this opportunity lot us now turn anId trace the course oa event. ot

the 00a0gn.

CAMPAIGN IZXCUtION

Although Mlontgomery's campaign plan envisioned a gradually

dleveloping expansion into the Ioogement area, one may identify three major

operations whicn camprisea his schem. They were: 1) lana, gain a secure

foothold. ant olocx the counterattacking German panter forces somewhere

south ot Caen% 2) expand the foothold arid secure the vital port of

Cheroourgi aild 3) complete the occupation of the logement area. Except

that the third major operation involved a retakout and a transition into an

exploitation, and that there was no tank 'knock about' near Caen, the

campaign progressem according to this general sequence. Let us now turn to

an examination of the execution of each major operation in turn. 3 0

THE FIRST 'AJOR OPERATION: JUNE 6 - JUNE 11

The ooject of this first phase of the campaign was simple -- to

get ashore successfully in enough strength and with enough space to defeat

the expected violent German reaction. To do this Montgomery landed his two

armies aoreast along a front of approximately eighty miles. Importantly,

nis right fiank effort included a landing on the Cotentin Peninsuia, which
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provideUd aoctn to QCerb•u.-g. Ci"ah army i an with two corps abreast, and

it was the ftiank @op oi each army which receives the most difficult and

Imbortant Missions.

On the left flank of Dempsey's Second British Army. Lieutenant

General John Crooser's I (Or) Corps haa three major missions (See Map 2).

first he was to secure Caen and the surrounding high ground in order to

block the torwtant cionnications route@ through the City and to msse the

airfield (and ground suitable for the construction of others) to the west.

Secondly. Montgomery wanted him to gain a bridgehead over the Orne River to

facilitate further advances to the southeast. Finally Crocker was to

protect the left flank of the Invasion anr IOCK what the Aliis expecteo to

be the main German counterstroKe. To acccpl ish this lot Corps had an

airborne division which woulo seize the Orne oriogeneao with a D-Day

paradrop, two infantry divisions (iach reinforced with an aoarred brigaoe)

in the first wave, and a third infantry division in the sec,.iad.

On the right flant of Bracley's First United States Army, the taut

of Major General J. Lawton Collins- VII (US) Corps was to gain access to the

Cotentin Peninsula. Coulicating Collins, mission was marshland traffiacaie

only by causeway inland from the beaches on whici- he was to land. To avoid

being bottled up on the beach, Collins hao two airborne divisions drop to

capture the causeway exits so that his three infantry divisions, lancing in

column, could advance inland far enough to secure a space from which the

drive on Cherbourg could be launches. 3 1

The two center corps, Major General Leonara T. Gerow's V (US) and

Lieutenant General G.C. Bucknall's XXX (Br), essentially had only to get

safely ashore, drive a secure distance inland, and move to gain contact witn

the corps on their flanks. For these purposes Gerow had three infantry ana
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one armored divisions, and Bucknall had two infantry and one armored

divisions and one Ina*pena~nW armored brigade. Bth corps woula lana one

infantry division in its initial wave.

Despite the fact that the lancing itself was the most complex

portion of the entire campaign, in three of the four corps areas getting

ashore proved considerably easier than expected. Only in Gerow's V (US)

Corps, at MMA5 beach. was the amphibious operation ever in danger of

failing. The unexpected movement of a strong German "fielo' infantry

division to the beachheaa area prior to the lancing (Weaker 'static*

infantry units def.naea the other beaches) complicated Gerow•s mission. 3 2

Aaditionaliy, the Aumricans had not taken full aovantage of the speciaiizeo

armor developed by the British to help them fight ashore, and muc. of the

amphiDtous armor that Gerow aio have swamped while landing. 3 3 Nevertheless.

the bravery ana skill of V Corps infantrymen triumphea. and by 11 June Gerow

had completed his missions.

In the zone of the other American corps on the right flank.

Collins' amphibious landing was a *piece of cake' and he suffered about one

tenth the casualties that Gerow dia. 3 4 The airborne operation was sloppy,

as ill-traineo transport pilots scattered US paratroopers all over the

place. With consideraole elan. however. the miall numbers of troopers that

aid lane near their arop zones managea to accomplish their assignecA

missions. Nevertheless, Collins could not be completely satisfiea witn the

achievements of his corps. because stiff German resistance comoines with the

Inexperience of his infantry slowed his advance inland behina schecule.

Despite the aelay, oy June 11 he was in a strong position to continue

towards Cherbourg and thus his initial object was achieved.

21
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If Montgomery could be satisfieu with the progress of the two

corps on his right, he could not be so sanguine about the operational

outcome of his main effort on the left. The start appeared promising as the

three ieaa infantry divisions landed with littie aifficulty ana tne airborne

crop gainea a briagehead ano held it until commandos affected juncture.

Traffic probiems on the beaches, however, slowea the move inland. This

impacted especially on the easternmost SWORD beach, where the 3rd Infantry

Division and the 27th Armorea Brigade moved too slowly to capture Caen

before the German 21st Panzer Division positioned elements to block the

British advance. For the next five dlays the Second Army failed in ali of

its attempts to dislodge the 21st ana reinforcing 12th SS Panzers from tneir

positions. ano by the 11th the British aavance showed signs of staiiing

completely. Thus, Montgomeryes main effort in his first major operation

failed to achieve all of its initial operational oojectives. His forces

were ashore, which was the major operational task, but the campaign would

not progress in quite the same manner as he had planned.

But if Montgomery couia console himself with the fact that he hac

achieved his most important task, his counterpart Rommei facea oniy

disappointment. The German army group commander. you will rememoer. viewed

tne first major operation as aecisive. Once estaolished ashore the

superiority of Allied materiel would probably make their armies impossibie

to aisiocge ano guarantee that tney could eventually wear down the German

Army and defeat it. Rommel oelieved that he had to defeat the invasion at

the water's edge. O~ut he haa failea. The allies overcame iis oeacn detinses

witn minimum loss ana the commander of his nearest panzer aivision Dotchea

nis important counterattaCK. 3 5
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German failure on June 6, however, extended to the highest levels I
of their €omatna. Contradicting his earlier view, van Runostect pushed

early in the dlay for a counterattack against the lancing with all available

panzer divisions. But the cumbersome nature of the German command structure

interfered. Hitler &noa OL withelo comitment of the two nearest reserve

panzer divisions until late in the afternoon of D-Day. This aelay, when

combined with the interdictory efforts of Alliea air, prevented the Germans

from making a major coorainated attack against the Allied beachhead. All

the Germans could manage to oo was to feeo their panzer units to Normanay

just in time to hold Caen &no to slow the Allied advance inlana(See Map 3).

They haa not prevented the Ailies from establishing themselves on the Frencn

Thus. aithough the All.ies were in much Detter shape at the ena of

the first major operation, neither side couia be satisfted with its outcome.

On June 11th both swoes were planning offensive operations designed to

regain lost ground.

THE SECOND MAJOR OPERATION: JUNE 12 - JUNE 30

Alliea aims for the secona major operation changea little from

those aevelopea by Montgomery prior to the landing -- i.e. expano the

oeachneao ano capture Cherbourg. Of course in Phase 1I they woula have to

clear up unfinishea ousiness from Phase I -- namely the capture of Caen ana

its environs. To the list of positive goals for the secona part of the

campaign, however, the Allies would have to add a negative one. Having

experiencea the ili-effects of having oeen bottlea up in the Anzio oeachneaa

!n Italy, 3 6 the Aliieac commana was extremely anxious to prevent the front

from "congeaiing." Montgomery oesirea a continuously expanaing Deacnheaa.
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one that would avoid the bloody breakout type of battle that would be

required should the Germans achieve the establishment of a coherent. set

oefenee. The British simply had not the manpover to afford the cost of

breaking through prepared positions. Unfortunately, as the British Second

Armya' aavance toward Caen ground to a halt, it looked as if this ts what

they would have to do.

The Second British Army made two major Wforts in June to get

their advance moving again. The first was an attempted odouble envelopment

of the city DY the I and XOOX Corps. German spoiling attacks short-circuited

the attack of the lot, while the )OOas effort failed oecause of the

miserable performance of the 7th Armoreo Division. Two weeks later Dempsey

trieo again with the new VIII Corps of one armoreo ano three iifantry

divisions, reinforcea with three separate armoreo brigades. This poerfui

effort to punch through German lines west of C:aen, cal•eo Operation EPSOM.

faltere0 because ot poor British tactics. German defensive skil,. and the

difficult hedgerow terrtin. The failure of EPSOM meant that the front near

Caen haa congealed, ana that any further aavance would require a oloody,

set-piece, ore4kout operation.

British failure, however, stood in sharp contrast to American

success. After early daIficu,.ties Collins, VII Corps burst across the

Meroerst River and drove to the west coast of the Cotentin, isolating the

German forces oefending Cherbourg. 3 7 Demonstrating that he was becoming the

most effective of the Ailiec corps comAuanoers, Collins then turnea north ana

orove on the vital Norman port. The fight was bloody, out aidea by the IXth

Tactical Ar Commano whose chief, Major General Pete Ouesacla, oevelopeo

techniques that greatly increased the effectiveness of close air aupport,

the VIIth captured Cherbourg on the 27th of June. 3 8 Unfortunately, this was
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not before the Germans had had time to execute massive demolitions in the

haroor that would render the port useless for some time.

Meanwhile to the south Braaley brought two more corps, the VIII

ano XIX, to the continent. These units made limited attacks that succeedeI

In adi•L.g to the American casualty lista and introaucing more Americans to

the bloody ways of hecgerow fighting, but did not get very far. LiKe

Dempsey. Bradley-found himsef unaole to prevent the Germans from

establihing a strong cohesive defense in the difficult Norman terrain.

Thus as the V1I Corps shifted to the south to participate in the expansion

of the foothold they coula expect tough fighting ahead.

During this phase of the campaign Rommel and von Runasteat had

wishea to launch a major, coordinated counteratacK to aefeat the Allies

before they could bring all of their forces ashore. Their efforts had

proven fruitless, however. If the British attacks on Caen and the American

pressure in western Normandy gained little terrain at great cost, they aid

succeed in forcing the Germans to comit their reinforcements piecemeai as

they arrived to plug gaps. Thus, the Germans were never able to mount a

coordinated, massed counterattack. But aespite this failure, the secona

major operation had not gone too badly for the Germans. They had managed to

establish a coherent aefensive line and to bring the Aiiiec advance to a

halt in the difficult hedgerow terrain. nhis terrain attenuated the aliiec

advantages in air, armor, and materzel, and was pernaps the best place for

the Germans to fight. Adoitionally, they had their strongest forces

successfully blocking the Allied advance against their vulnerable right

flanK, thus overcoming to some degree the problem imposed on them by their

aisaavantageouu lines of operations. On the other hana, their casuaities

had been high. and it was unclear how long they could sustain such losses.

)
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From the 'illied viewpoint, if the campaign was not progressing in

the manner Montgomery hao hoped, he oegan to see aovantage in the way things

were developing. The Allied army group commanoer had wished to avoid the

bloody oreaKOut fight that he would now have to conduct, out he had aiways

planned c., shifting his main effort from the left to the right to complete

the loagment and capture the crucial Britanny ports. By June 30 he was in

a position to do just that. If his British army cowld not defeat the major

panzer formations (the enemy center of gravity) south of Caen, it could pin

the enemy those formations in the east. Once this occurred, his own center

of gravity, the American forces, could burst through an area of relative

weakness and go on to tne complete the lodgement in the third phase. On

July I this was cieariy his amendeo campaign plan, ano it nad the fuii

understanding ano support of his superiors ano subordinates. 3 9

THE THIRD MAJOR OPERATION: JULY I - AUGUST 25

But while Montgomery's scheme was simple in concept, execution

proved exceedingly difficult. Bradley's first attempt to arive through the

area of "relative Weakness' began on July 3, when he launched a broad front

attack with the VIII, VII, and XIX Corps from right to left in succession.

It quickly bogged down in bloody failure. This presented Montgomery with a

ailemma. To enable the Americans to breaK out. the British army would have

to attacK to pin the most powehful German forces near Caen. But if it took

an extended period for the Americans to drive through the German defenses,

the British would have to maintain their pressure for days or weeks --

precisely the type of costly, continuous action that the empire could no

longer afford.
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The British experimented with a way to maintain this pressure at

reduced cost in Operation CHARNWOOD, which Degan on July 7. To save

infantry losses Montgomery and Dempsey planned to employ strategic oombers

to olast a hole in the German lines through which ground forces could

advance. This MIe a major innovation in warfare as it was the first time

that such weapons were used tactically. Unfortunately, the results proved

disappointing. Apparently the bombing simply miied the majority of German

defensive positions, and the craters and devastation blocked the advance of

3ritish armor, thus hindering ore than helping the offensive. Second Army

did. at great cost, manage to drive to the Orne and capture a portion of

Caen. out there the aavance halted.

The twin failures in early July ushered in a period of

recrimination in the Allied nigh command. Senior air officers oojectea to

the'apparently fruitless diversion of heavy ooubers from their strategic

role to support tactical attacks. Other airmen complained that Montgomery

had failed to deliver upon his promise to capture space for airfields on the

continent. Some Americans were uneasy that US losses were running fifty

percent higher than British, while Dempsey's army never seemed to attaCK

with more than one corps at a time. 40 Everyone feared that the campaign

might degenerate into the static, attrition style of war reminiscent o0

1916. By the second week of July there was uneasiness irr the Allied camp

and many called for Montgomery's replacement.

Omar Bradley provided the way out of the dilemma. By Juiy 10 he

had developed a plan called COBRA, which envisioned the use strategic

oomoers to blast a hole through which Collins' reinforced corps, attacKing

on a ve.'y narrow front. could pass. Hopefully the rupture wouid unhinge thne

German. line and restore fluidity to the battlefield. Upon hearing Bracley's
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scheme oath Eisenhower and Montgomery quickly approved it, out they

recognized that the British army must ao something just beforkv Bradley

jumped off to attract ano pin German reserves in the east. Morntgomery thus

oevelopeo a complementary operation cooe-namea GOODWOOD, which involved the

attack of a corps of three armorea divisions through the Orne oridgeheao to

penetrate the German lines near Bourquebus Ridge. A major attack oy

strategic bomers would proceed this attack also.

Thus, the operational scheme for the breakout from Normandy

aevelopea. It was a brilliant concept involving a left jao followed by a

right hook. The jab, aimed at the enemy's most vulnerable point, could not

faili to hold his center of gravity in position. The hook. ca~nprising the

Allied center of gravity concentrated as never before in terms of space.

time, and coordination of air and land power, would achieve the oreaKthrough

by str fting where the enemy was weak.

Interestingly, the jab, Operation GOODWOOD, has been the subject

o- , siaeraoie controversy. For Montgomery ano the British apparently had

hope. hat the great effort would not just pin the German panzers. but break

through the line as well. 4 1 The contemporary publicity surrounding the

offensiv implieo that such was the aim of the attack (whether or not this

was irt tional deception remains unKnown). Thus when the British attaCK

stalled in front of Bourgueous Ridge and Montgomery cancelled tne attack

earlier than scheduled, the army group commander's detractors seized upon

this as more evidence of his failure. But the critics were and are unfair.

There was a difference between what Montgomery hoped the attack might

achieve and what it h"a to achieve. It aia acconipiish its primary tasK Of

keeping the majority of the panzer divisions near Caen. Thus GOODWOOD aid

u. the stage for the main eifort to foliow. 4 2
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The tactics employea by Collins in the main effort had operational

consequence ano rear inclusion in this narrative. The VIIth Corps had six

divisions for the attack an* Collins arrayeo them in a two echelon

formation. The load echelon of three infantry divisions attacking aiong a

front of only five miles woula punch into the hole hopefully created by the

strategic bomoecs ana 7fect the rupture. Then at the right moment Collins

would coamt his second echelon of one motorized infantry and two armored

divisions to exploit the success. The massing of six divisions on such a

narrow front was mthing the Americans had not tried before (and something

they would not oo again in this war on such scale). The tactics worked.

As in most military operations, however, things aid not go exactly

accoroing to plan. Although aevastating. the aerial oamoarament aia not

totally aistroy the German positions and the lead divisions fell oehind

schedule on the first cay. 43 But the aggressive Collins rose to the

occasion, ordered his infantry to continue the attacK into the night. and

comnmitted his second echelon before his first had penetrated to the aepth of

the enemy defense. This maneuver ourst the front wide open. and it marKea

an occasion where a commander made a tactical. level decision with

operational consequence. It was the aecisive moment in the Normandy

Campaign, as the oreaKOUt presented both sides with new decisions to make.

Their respective choices are instructive.

The Allied campaign plan, it will be remembered. called at this

point for the insertion of the Third US Army, under Lieutenant Generai

George S. Patton, into the line to capture the Brittany Peninsula and orive

south to the Loire protecting the flank of the other Allied armies. The

Allied plan, however. assumed a gradual expansion of the oeachheao, with

little or no opportunity for envelopment of major Germai. forces. But events
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aic not transpire in that manner•, ana upon its activation the Third Army

fauna itself plunging almost unopposed deep into the enemy's rear. If

instead of :urning right into Brittany, Patton should go left toward the

Seine. the opportunhty for the envelopment &no aestruction of the oulk of

German forces in France uwemea to present itself.

Classical military theory suggests that Patton should have turnea

leftt for if the enemy's center of gravitw ts the proper target for military

operations, a thrust into Brittany took US forces away from its target.

Bradley chose, however, to stay with the plan. As Pittonfs lead Corps

reached the ena of the narrow Avaranches corridor (See hap 3), Bradley

turned it to the right. Thus the Allies chose to act contrariy to

theoretical dictates.

The reasons for Bradley's decision are the same as those that

drove the design of the campaign plan. The stratetic ooject of the Normanay

campaign was terrain And not force orien~ea. The Allies wanted first to

gain a suitable lodgement to permit further operations. A part of the

lodgement was the logistical base necessary to support the number of

divisions that the Allies intenoea to oring ashore. In late Juiy the Ailies

were suosisting off th* supplies that coula be delivered over the Normanay

ceaches, plus those that could be brought through the aamagee port of

Cheroourg. At the time logistical planners estimated that deliverable

tonnage was barely enough to keep the forces then ashore suppliea ana that

no more could be sustained. Complicating the issue was the fact that as

fall and winter approached the tonnage coming over the shore wou l a almost

certainly drop signi.icantly. Future operations seemea to require that

Bradley go first for the ports rather than gamble on the possiole

oestruction of the German forces in Normandy. 4 4  So it seems that we must
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juge Bradleys decisiofn as the prudent, if conservative choice. As it was,

Bradley's chosen option was a moot one, for even after the Allies turned

first into Irittany. their enmy's decisions presented them once again with

the Opportunaty to &oStroy the bulk of German forces in the west.

At the eno of June the the German high camand in France assessea

the military situation in Normancy as presenting them with two unacceptable

options. Unsare.lof their ability to wan a battle of maneuver in central*

France because of Alliea air superlority, they heosit&tea to give up their

aefenses in the hedgerowe. but after analysing their experiences in

positional battles close to the coast they concluclea that the attritional

fighting there woula soon exhaust their armies (They apparently were unaware

of the British manpower crisis). Choosing the uncertainty of an open oattie

over the certainty of gracual aestruction in the heogerows, even Rowsel haa

Ceectea by July to withdraw away from the, coast.4 Hitler, however, was

determined to fight and win the Battle for France in Normandy ano directea

that the German forces hold on close to the coast. bven the Allied oreakout

could not aisinuae ham from this course. The attituae of the German Fuehrer

woulo dictate the Germso reaponse to the American breakout.

The Allied breaKuut st'eom to present the Germans wit, two

options. The moet ortho=ox cal lea for a retriat to the Somme ana the

construction of a new line of defense along that obstacle. The second. ano

more radical choice was a counterattacK to the west designed to penetrate to

the Channei north of Avaranches and cut off the US Thiro Army at the narrow

neck through which it had travelea. Theory was an aiuguous guioe in

helping the G3rmans make their choice. The Thiro Army's line of

communications through the narrow Avaranches corridor appearea vulneraole,

so the Germans seemed to have an opportunity to strIKe at the t Ai ieo center
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of gravity. O the other hand, their lines of camnications disaavantage

mace the shifting of their own center of gravity to the left very dangerous.

Hitler,@ aecision to launch the famoue Hortain CounterattacK was

influenced. of course. by isue* in addition to these theoretical precepts.

He must have realized by this stage of the war that only bola action could

save Germany from the overwhelming might of the powers arrayea against her.

Aamitoally. Army officers ha. recently made an atteu•t on his I fe. aria

Amy advice which counseled withdawal was instantly suspect. Further,

similar bold counterstroles had proven fabulously successful against the

Russians. Hitler aia order the counterattack, and it began on 7 August.

Its failure aemonstrated the wisdom of Rmrei's earlier anaiysis

of the utility of anormal" mooile warfare against an enemy with aosoaute air

superiority. Morning fog on the Cay of the attacK heiped to provide some

initial success. But when the sun cam out the power of Al le t air orought

the attack to a swift halt.46 The failure of the attack did Something else

as well -- it provided the Allies with an opportunity to accompii•n

something not provided for in their planning -- the destruction of the

German army in France. For by counteratcacking at Mortain the Germans

placed their painers seep into a developing pocKet.(See Map 3)

Astonishingly, the Allies faiied to taKe full advantage of this

opportunity, as they aia not close the pincers at Falaise oefore the

important cadres upon wnich shattered German civisions could reoDlo haa

escaped. The reasons for Allied failure are well inown. First Eisenhower.

perhaps distracted by concurrent arguments with Churchill over the invasion

of Southern France. failed to proviae the necemary controi ,over the coming

together of his two army groups -- Bradley having oseen raisea to army group

comunand after the activation of Thira US Army. Seconaly Montgomery. still
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overweing the land battle for liksnhower, overestimated the aliI ty of

Canadian ra Po)imsh troops under his camana to oreao through German

defenses ano placed the inter-amy group boundary too far to the South.

Finally Bradley. tearing overextension of his forces in the face of

desperately retreating Germans. refused to cross that boundary, or even to

requset that it be changed.

lut them reasons notwithstanaing, one cannot help concluding that

there existed another dynmic here as wel . Perhaps the terrain-madeoness

of the Alied commanders, or their preoccupation with gaining a !! gment,

lea them to fail to grasp an opportunity to destroy the enemy force. A

ariving amoition to destroy the German army was not present anywhere in tne

Aliaea comman. Presented with repeatea opportunities to oestroy the German

force, the Allies choose the more conservative, territory gaining options

every time. They gained their lodgiment. out they dia not destroy the

enemy.

Thus. the Normandy Campaign ended on a somewhat disappointing note

for the Allies as they let slip a golden opportunity to destroy the German

Amy in the west. Nevertheless Normandy, if not a climactic victory for

Britain ano America. was a aecisive one. Although not aestroyed. the German

army had ceen defeated, and the Allied advance across the Seine and the

remainder of France constituted more of a purmuit than a resisted drive.

The Germans could not offer coherent resistance to the Allied advance short

of her ooraers. The campaign. then. gained much more than the pianneo

lodgement and the Allies in retrospect could well be pleasea with their

accomp lishments. Let us now turn to draw m general conclusions about the

campaigns ccnauct, and amout the utility of military trneory as an aio for

its analysis.
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CONCLUSION

In retrospect it sMs that of all the GerMans thst Rnmel grapea

Most Clearly what the appropriate campaign plan for the osfenoers should

have Weon In France in 1944. As the fate of the Nortain counterattack

clearly dmon-stratea, what von Runaeteit. viewed as "normal, mooile tactics

would not work against the western Allies possessing overwhelming material

miperiority and doisnating the air totally. The best hope for the Germans

#mes to have oeen to defeat the Allies at the water's etoe. Strong coasta

fortifications coupled with the early availability of panzer reserves to

covinterattack landings appears to have been the best way of accamlishing

this. if it proved impossiole to orive the Allies into the sea. the Germans

coula hope to pin the invaders into an area so mall that major forces could

not Do introaucea ashore. Then, perhaps, Germany posmeea the strength to

cattle up thq Allies indefinitely.

Given Allied success in the first major operation, the chances for

eventual German victory became very slim. Their only hope lay in making the

cost of victory for the Allies so great that they would eventually tire of

the effort. As mentioned, Allied casualties in Hormanay aia cause strains

to develop within the Allied camp. An extended defense of the heagerow

terrain seems an iocal operational scheme for this strategic goal. In the

hedgerows the Allies lost much of the benefit of their aerial ano material

aav•:'-";!es. Here Hitler's intuitive judgment to hold fast in Hormanoy

appearz vindicated.

But Hitler certainly erred in his oecision to launch the Mortain

counterattacK. As his field coumanoers well appreciateo, the German forces

in France were simply incapable of such an effort in the late summer of
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1944. Had the Germans by eme circumstance driven to the channel, it is

doubtful that they could have held such a salient. After the success of

COBRA made the Noman terrain no longer tenable, a stubborn withdrawal to

the cough terrain near the German border seems to have been in order. Here

the Germans could have made the price of Allied advance very steep inseed.

as they did in the Huertgen forest. It might also have been here, as oad

weather mitigated the effects of Allied air and long supply lines lesseneo

their materiel superiority, that the Germans might have been able to pursue

some limited offensive action.

If, with the benefit of hindsight these courses of action are the

correct ones, they may help us determine the utility of military theory as

an aid in decision maKing. For if military theory is a useful tool for

making proper military choices, a Germa" theoreticai analysis of their

situation in 1944 should have at least pointed them in the direction of the

aoove solutions. Let us now examine the two theoretical concepts treated in

this paper to see if they would have done so.

A German analysis of lines of operations, as mentioned, woulo nave

suggested to them that Normancy was not an advantageous place to fight, for

their lines of communications would always be vulnerable. If for compelling

reasons. however, they had to fight in Normandy, then lines of operations

analysis would have told them that their right must be their strongest

point, and that any withdrawal from Normandy must pivot about that flank.

Si hnalysis would also underscore the danger of a counterattack launched

fr, the left flank. As Jomini said. most attempts to fall on the enemy's

line of communications imperils one's own. When one's line of oattie is

parallel to his line of operations, this is doubly true. Obviously this

reason mitigates strongly against the Mortain attempt. Thus lines of
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operations analysis woulo have been useful to the Germans in analyzing their

1944 problem.

The utilty of center of gravity analysis is more difficult to

assess, however, as it ooviously depends upon correct identification of an

enemy's Ohub of power". If one accepts the above argument that the Allies

center of gravity was the overwhelming materiel ano manpower superiority of

American ground and air forces, then from the theoretical perspective it

seem's that Rommel's approach was the correct one. If allowed to establish

itself ashore and develop to its ft|ll potential, this Allied center of

gravity would necome too powerful foc the Germans to overthrow. It seems

ciear then that the right theoretical formula for German success was to

defeat the invasion before it had time to estabi sh itself. Thus we nave

the happy co:nciadce of agreement between what a theoreticai analysis

suggests should have oeen the proper course, and that which seems most

efficacious in light of the historical record.

But such analysis provides only half the answer. Once the Allies

were ashore could theory have still provided guidance for the Germans? The

answer appears -o De yes. If through analysis one conciudes that he cannot

challenge enemy power directly, same indirect means of overthrowing it must

ne found. Erom the Secona Punic War to the American Revolution to Vietnam

strategies of exhaustion have proved effective in this regard. If von

Runa3tedt s aamonition to the German command to "MaKe peace, you fools!" was

not an acceptable option, a campaign plan designed to wear down the enemy in

hopes of gaining a negotiated settlement seems logical. Stubborn resistance

in the hedgerows followed by a withdrawal to and defense of the rough German

boroer terrain might accomplish that. Again history and theory agree.
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But the Normandy campaign also shows!'s that theory can misleao as

well. One could justify the Mortain counterattack by arguing that this

offensive, which attempted to cut off ana destroy the American forces tnaL

had broken Out of Argentan, constituted an attack (pn the Allied center of

gravity. Thus on* might claim that Hitler was theoreticaiiy correct in

oreering its execution. This view both forgets that such a maneuver placed

the Germans in Canger of oeing surrounded, and fails to appreciate the air

and ground correlation of forces in Normandy at the time. Theoretical

analysis. to be sure, can never replace good Juogment.

This final caveat notwithstanding, when one analyzes Normandy in

the light of theory from the German perspective, it seems that theory can De

an effective guide in the planning ano execution of campaigns. Let us now

turn to tne.Aliiec experience to see whether or not it conticms tnMs

conclusion.

Any critique of the Allied campaign plan in Normandy must start

with the observatiot, that Eisenhower ano Montgomery ai more than simpiy

accomplish their mission. They not only gained a lodgement in Europe, they

also aecisively oefeated the German army in France. Hence unliKe the German

case, the critic of the Allied campaign is reduced to discussing whether or

not the mission couid have been accomplishea in better fashion. more

quickly, or at less cost. In the case of Normandy, however, there remains

iittle aoubt that Allied performance could have been improvea upon. For

although the Allies defeated the Germ&n army, they unquestionabiy missea a

chance to destroy it. Bracley may have had goor reasons for turning into

Brittany, out there can oe no doubt thaý Falaise was a missea opportunity.

Aclditionaily, one might ask whiether or not the bloody heagerow fighting

could have Deen avoided and the butcher's oill for the campaign reaucea.
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Finally, one rememuers that the campaign plan described no desired enu state

oeyond the vague idea of an occupation of a lodgement area; and that the

pian provided little guidance as to how the Allies intended to defeat or

destroy the German army either before or after establishing the lodgement.

These weaknesses in the planning ano concuct of the Allied campaign provide

us with an interesting opportunity to evaluate the utility of theory. For

useful theory might have helped the Allies avoid these errors.

At first glance, theory seems to provide a way arouno all of the

Allied mistakes. When one combines the concepts of centers of gravity and

lines of operations. the theoretically correct campaign plan for the Allies

seems clear. In order to exploit the German disadvantage in lines of

operations, the Allies should have placed their center of gravity, tne

American forces. on the left in the vicinity of Caen. They then snouio nave

launched a drive southward parallel to the west banK of the Seine and placea

themselves astride German ccr!munications. Such a maneuver would have

overthrown the German center of gravity, her panzers. by cutting it off from

its base. Additionally, by driving through the more open area around Caen

they might have avoided the bloodiest heogecow comoat. Further. the eno

state for the campaign was clear -- the German army would have oeen

destroyea, not merely defeated. An exploitation into Germany was all that

needed to follow such a campaign.

This soiution is so oovious that one must asK why tne Allies did

not attempt to do it. One must assume that they constoevea such an approach

-- although a discussion of this option does not appear in COSSAC's final

report. 4 6

The answer is that here theory proves an uncerta•r. guide. We have

aiready examined the logisticai reasons for putting tne BrItiSh on tne it:t,
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and these alone may have ceon aecisive. Tw these we might aad a political

proolem. The relegation of the British to so obviously a secondary role

might have been hara for them to accept politically; especially since

politics oemanaeo that the grounc component commancer De British. But the

oest reasons for rejecting this approach are neither logistical nor

political, but operational.

The first proolem is that there is a high prooamility that such a

maneuver would have failed. COSSAC planners correctly anticipatea that the

Germans wouia realize their line of operations vulnerability ana place their

strongest forces on the left. Thus, unoer this scheme the Allied center of

gravity would have oeen opposed by the German 'hub of power." The Allies.

then. woulo have committeo their strength against the enemy's strength.

Worse. since tnis by definition would occur prior to the seizure of Channel

ports. the Allies woula not hove hac the logistical wherevithal to aeveiop

the American forces to their full potential before hazarding them in battle.

When one aads to this the experience differential between the Americans ana

the Germans. it seems doubtful that the Americans couli have maintainea a

rate of advance in excess of that achieved by the British -- if they cou'a

have advanced at all. Furthermore, this scheme places the British in the

heagerow terrain, which aemanded large amounts of !nfantry for operations --

iniantry that Britain aid not possess. Thus. a slow advance south from Caen

and through the bocage would forfeit the supposea benefit of this course of

action, as the Germans could withdraw while pivoting on their right in oroer

to avoid being cut off from their base.

Perhaps most importantly, gambling on the unlikely event tnat this

plan coula cut off ano aestroy the German army forgets the mission of

OVERLORD. The planners hao to keep first things first, ana the first
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military ana political imperative of the operation was the securing of a

loogement. A lodgement neeas ports, and this plan leaves the capture of

ports until last. If only for its neglect of ports, a top priority

objective. this scheme is unacceptable.

But all of this woes not mean that theory was a useless guide for

Allied planners in this operation. As we have seen, theory explains well

Montgomery's excellent plan for breaking out of Normandy. He exploited the

enemy lines of operations disadvantage to draw the enemy center of gravity

to the left while his own powerful mass burst through on the right.

Additionally, while recognizing that in this special case the establishment

of the loogement was the priority aim of the operation, a recognition that

destruction of the enemy center of gravity should have oeen the secono goai

mignt have helped tne Allies avoid some mistaKes. With this second priority

firmly in mind they .might not have missee their opportunity to destroy the

German forces. Thus theory ooes have utility in this case.

So in the end what does ali of this teli us of the utitity if

military theory? It seems that we may conclude that at least these two

theoretical tenets can oe of great utility as an aio in campaign planning

and decision maKing. But theory is an uncertain guide. It can help the

soicier weeo out inappropriate courses of action, Dut it cannot select tne

correct one. That still requires judgement. Theory can help, but it cannot

do the pianner's thinking for him.
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in these battles.

38The IX Tactical Air Command, under the US 9th Air Force. supported
tne Ist US Army. Upon the creation of 3ro Amy the XIX Tactical Air Commano
was created to support it.

"39Many. see especially Chester Wilmot, The Struaaie For Europe (New
YorK. 1952), pp.336-341. argue that Eisenhower never understooo Montgomery's
scheme. The latest evidence is that Ike and Bradley unoerstood ano
approveo. See Davio Eisenhower, pp.341-342, ano Bradiey ana Blair.
pp.264-268.

40A visit to the front oy the US Secretary of the Army Stimson
reinforced the American concerns at this time. Stimson directed tnat a US
Army Group oe formed as soon as possible. Adoitionally. Churchill was
concerned over possiole US reaction regarding the higher US casualties. See
David Eisenhower. pp.360-361.

41 For the expectations of breakout heia in the British army at this
time see Alexander McKee. Caen: Anvil of Victory (New York. 1984).
pp.246-282.

4 2The early cancellation of GOODWOOD causea great uproar at SHAEF at
the time, for it coinciaed witn a aelay in COBRA. Eisennower teare thnat
the Germans would be able to transfer reserves to hait Braaley. in fact.
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the German@ wore able to move son unito. Thi1 cancellation reinforces that
Nontgomry remained very concerned about casialties. See David Eisenhower.
pp. 372-36o.

43Becaum the Allied bamerm flew perpendicular rather than parallel to
the front, short cambing causea hunareds ot American casualties, inciuang
the death of the Chief of US Ground Forces, LTG Leslie J. McNair. This
unquestionably contributed to the slow advance on the first may.

44 8raaley and Blair. pp. 275-276.

4 D'bste. pp.20-25t.

46A stalwart detenee coacuotea oy the 30th US Infantry Division also
helped. ULTA's role in the defeat of the Germah counterattack has
apparently been overestimated, as little information regarding the German
plans reached Bradley in time for him to act. See Bradley and Blair, pp.
291-294.
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